The study of entropy in a transmission line resonator interacting with a capacitively coupled Cooper pair box
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Abstract—In the present work, we theoretically study the entropy of a Cooper pair box coupled to a (single mode) of one-dimensional transmission line resonator. The proposed scheme uses the Jaynes-Cummings model in presence of losses to study the time evolution of the system entropy. The coupling of these two subsystems provides an important indication of the influence of a Cooper pair box on the evolution of system entropy. Decaying CPB allows us to control the variation of entropy at certain times.

Hybrid systems in the treatment of quantum information have gained great interest in recent years [1-2], due to the great advantage of combining atoms, spins and solid state devices with various applications, for example quantum computation and quantum information [3-4], quantum state engineering [5-8], atomic physics and quantum optics [9-10], photon blockade [11-12], quantum dynamics [13], and propagating phonons [14]. Hybrid systems besides being an imminently robust architecture open a new frontier for studying the ultra-strong coupling between individual microwave photons and “atoms” [15]. It is also possible to build hybrid quantum devices [16] that combine infinite degrees of freedom from different physical systems. In addition, they provide an alternative path for quantum mechanics testing under an unattainable size and mass parameter scheme [17-20]. In this work we have employed the Jaynes-Cummings (JC) model to treat the Cooper-pair box (CPB) coupled to a single mode of one-dimensional transmission line resonator (TLR) [20-21] in the presence of losses [23] and the action of a time-dependent external field. The TLR-CPB hybrid system is presented in Fig. 1.

We investigated the evolution of the entropy of the TLR-CPB hybrid system. To discuss the requirements of the present proposal we will consider the system in the presence of losses and, therefore, including decoherence effects; to this end, let us take the following Hamiltonian,

$$\hat{H} = \hat{H}_{TLR} + \hat{H}_{CPB} + \hat{H}_{JC} + \hat{H}_D, \quad (1)$$

where $\hat{H}_{TLR}$ reports the transmission line resonator, $\hat{H}_{CPB}$ describes the CPB subsystem, $\hat{H}_{JC}$ represents the coupling between TLR-CPB and $\hat{H}_D$ symbolizes the CPB losses. By explicitly rewriting Eq. (1) we have,

$$\hat{H} = \omega \hat{a}^\dagger \hat{a} + \frac{1}{2} \omega_{CPB} \hat{\sigma}_z + \frac{1}{2} \delta (\hat{\sigma}_+ \hat{a} + \hat{a}^\dagger \hat{\sigma}_-) - i \frac{\beta}{2} |1\rangle \langle 1|, \quad (2)$$

where $\omega$ is the frequency of TLR and $\hat{a}(\hat{a}^\dagger)$ stands for the annihilation (creation) operator of the field (TRL); $\hat{\sigma}_-$($\hat{\sigma}_+$) is the lowering (raising) operator acting on the CPB, $\hat{\sigma}_z$ is the Pauli operator ($\hat{\sigma}_z = |1\rangle \langle 1| - |0\rangle \langle 0|$), $\omega_{CPB}$ is the CPB frequency, and $\delta$ stands for the TLR-CPB coupling strength. The wave function that describes the time evolution of the whole TLR-CPB system can be written as

$$|\psi(t)\rangle = \sum_n \varphi_n(t) |n\rangle = \sum_n \varphi_n(t) |0, n\rangle + \varphi_{1,n}(t) |1, n\rangle, \quad (3)$$

where $|1\rangle (|0\rangle)$ represents the CPB in its excited (ground) state, $n$ stands for the number of photons in the TLR, and
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\( \varphi_{0,n}(t) \) and \( \varphi_{1,n}(t) \) stand respectively for probability amplitudes of the states \([0, n] \) and \([1, n] \).

In the present context we will consider initially the CPB subsystem in its excited state and TLR subsystem in a coherent state \([\alpha] \), the entire system being written as, 
\[ |\psi(0)\rangle = |1\rangle|\alpha\rangle, \]
where \(|\alpha\rangle = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \exp\left(-\frac{|\alpha|^2}{2}\right) \frac{\alpha^n}{\sqrt{n!}} |n\rangle. \]

As usual, we also assume that the TLR and CPB are initially decoupled, \( \varphi_{0,0}(0) = 0 \) and \( \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} |\varphi_{1,n}(0)|^2 = 1 \), thus \( |\psi(0)\rangle = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \varphi_{1,n}(0) |1, n\rangle. \)

The evolution of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation can be described as \( (\hbar = 1) \),
\[ i \frac{\partial \varphi_{1,n}(t)}{\partial t} = \hat{H}|\psi(t)\rangle, \tag{4} \]
where \( \hat{H} \) is the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2). Consequently, we can get a set of equations of motion expressed in the following,
\[ \frac{\partial \varphi_{1,n}(t)}{\partial t} = -i \omega \varphi_{1,n}(t) - \frac{i}{2} \omega_{\text{CPB}} \varphi_{1,n}(t) - i \delta \sqrt{n + 1} \varphi_{0,n+1}(t) - \frac{\beta}{2} \varphi_{1,n}(t), \tag{5} \]

and
\[ \frac{\partial \varphi_{0,n+1}(t)}{\partial t} = -i(n + 1) \omega \varphi_{0,n+1}(t) + \frac{i}{2} \omega_{\text{CPB}} \varphi_{0,n+1}(t) - i \delta \sqrt{n + 1} \varphi_{1,n}(t). \tag{6} \]

The solution of this system was solved numerically using the \( (4^{th} \) order) Runge-Kutta method.

The effect concerning the von Neumann’s entropy offers a quantitative measure of the disorder of a system as well as its degree of impurity, as shown by Phoenix and Knight [24]. This kind of entropy, determined in the form \( S_{\text{TLR-CPB}} = -\text{Tr}(\hat{\rho}_{\text{TLR-CPB}} \ln(\hat{\rho}_{\text{TLR-CPB}})) \), is a measure of the mixing of two (or more) subsystems. The density operator \( \hat{\rho}_{\text{TLR-CPB}} \) describes the entire system and can be defined as \( \hat{\rho}_{\text{TLR-CPB}} = |\psi(t)\rangle \langle \psi(t)| \); so the entropy takes the form,
\[ S_{\text{TLR-CPB}} = -[N_{T\text{C}}(t) \ln(N_{T\text{C}}(t)) + N_{T\text{C}}(t) \ln(N_{T\text{C}}(t))], \tag{7} \]
where the index TC is an abbreviation for TLR – CPB

and,
\[ N_{T\text{C}}(t) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \left( \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} |\varphi_{1,n}(t)|^2 + \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} |\varphi_{0,n+1}(t)|^2 \right)^2 + \left( \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} |\varphi_{1,n}(t)|^2 - \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} |\varphi_{0,n+1}(t)|^2 \right)^2 \right] \]
\[ \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad + 4 \left( \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} |\varphi_{1,n+1}(t)\varphi_{0,n+1}(t)|^2 \right)^2. \]

The entropy \( S_{\text{TLR-CPB}} \) is zero when \( \hat{\rho}_{\text{TLR-CPB}} \) represents a pure state and is maximum and equal to \( \ln(N) \) for a state of maximum mixing, where \( N \) is the dimension of the Hilbert space. Nonetheless, here our state is pure only at \( t = 0 \); for \( t > 0 \), the state of the whole system loses its purity due to the action of time-dependent external fields and losses.

The results obtained are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 2 (a) concerns the lossless case in which entropy has an almost periodic character. After the beginning of the interaction, the TLR entropy tends to its minimum, then returns to its maximum and remains oscillating regularly due to the sequence of energy exchanges between the TLR and CPB subsystems. The entropy increases with the inclusion of CPB loss, in the interval \( (25 < \delta < 50) \), see Fig. 2 (b); this increase becomes smaller with time. When the loss in CPB increases the maximum value of entropy diminishes in the interval \( (25 < \delta < 50) \), see Fig. 2 (c).
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subsystems starting as pure (distinct) states end in vacuum states.

In this work we show that it is possible to control the entropy only via the control of the loss parameter $\beta$ in the CPB; but this is only possible when this parameter varies in the range of $0 < \beta < 0.026$.

The lifetime of CPB is directly proportional to the average excitation of TLR $\tau_d \sim \frac{\tau_{tlr}}{\delta_{tlr}}$.

To substantiate the reliability of our TLR-CPB system, we use these following typical experimental values involving the system: coupling value of $\delta = 100\text{MHz}$ and CPB frequency of $\omega_{\text{CPB}} = 835\text{MHz}$, see Ref. [25]. In Refs. [16], [26], we have that the TLR decoherence time is directly proportional to the lifetime and inversely proportional to the average excitation of TLR $\tau_d \sim \frac{\tau_{tlr}}{\delta_{tlr}}$.

The lifetime of CPB is $\tau_{tlr} = 200\mu s$ [27] considering the very excited TLR, because the more excited the shorter the decoherence time ($\delta_l = 49$); thus, even for a relatively excited system our proposal has validity and still better it will become for a less excited system. We have a decoherence time at the TLR of $4\mu s$, the Figs. 2, 3a and 3b, show a time of $\sim 2\mu s$ below the decoherence time.
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